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The Fifth Son Rabbi Berel Wein (Torah.org)

Many of us are aware that there is a detailed discussion amongst the

commentators to the Seder night Hagadah regarding the possibility of

a fifth cup of wine as part of the Seder service. Some are of the opinion

that the cup of wine that is designated as the Cup of Eliyahu serves as

this fifth cup. Be that as it may, I wish to discuss another foursome that in

our time may have developed into a fivesome.

We are taught in the Hagadah that there are four categories of children

in the Jewish world. They are: the wise son, the wicked son, the naïve

and simple son and the son who knows nothing and cannot even

begin to ask anything intelligently.

We are all acquainted with the wise son. He has had a thorough Jewish

education and is intelligently loyal to the Torah and its values system and

traditional way of life. We unfortunately are able to clearly identify the

evil child amongst us – the apostate, the self-hater, the one who is

addicted to anti-Jewish ideologies and practices.

The simple son is also known to us. He has no real animus towards God

and Torah though he certainly may be repelled by the behavior and

statements of those of us who arrogantly claim to represent Him and

His Torah. He only asks: “What is this all about?” It is a legitimate if

somewhat depressing question. After all, after 3500 years of Jewish life

and history, that son should, by now, have an inkling of what it is all

about. Nevertheless there is still hope for this son – life and its events

and the non-Jewish world will eventually help explain the matter to

him.

And finally the son who knows nothing, not even what to ask can also

be salvaged by education, warmth, direction, role models and proper

mentoring. Even the evil son can be corrected and redeemed but

apparently not without pain and discomfort. After all it was Stalin that

basically cured the Jewish communists of their malignant Marxist

disease and made them Jews once again.

But there is a fifth child that sits at the Jewish Seder table in our time. He

has no qualms about marrying a non-Jew, he is probably liberally pro-

Palestinian, he has never visited Israel, though he knows it to be a racist

and apartheid place, he considers himself to be part of the intellectual

elite, he has no real knowledge of Torah or Judaism and yet considers

himself an expert on these matters.

He knows the best policy for Jews and Israel to follow and he is so

convinced of his rectitude and astuteness that he is willing, nay even

demanding, to use all types of force to coerce the Jewish people and
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its small national state to adopt his will. He is out to fix the world and is

willing to sacrifice Israel, Judaism and Jews in the process. He sits on

boards of Jewish organizations, he chooses rabbis and proclaims

himself to be a faithful Jew. Yet he will contribute generously to general

non-Jewish charities but gives only a pittance towards Jewish

educational projects. He is not an evil son nor is he a wise one.

He certainly will deny that he is somehow simple or naïve and he

certainly claims that he knows what questions to pose. Yet he my be

the most tragic of all of the sons, for though he is able to pose the

questions he is unwilling to hear the answers. In the words of the

prophet Isaiah "the heart of the people is overladen with fat and their

ears are stopped up."

It is this hedonistic, intelligent, but very deaf son that troubles us so

deeply. For we have developed no plan or method to deal with him –

either to exclude him from the Jewish society completely or to

somehow redeem him and bring him closer to Jewish reality and

positive participation in Jewish life. It is certainly not clear to us how to

accomplish this second option.

So perhaps we will have to rely on the inspiration represented by the

fifth cup of wine – on the miraculous powers of the prophet Eliyahu

and on his unfailing faith in the restoration of Jews and the Jewish

people generally. Pesach teaches us never to say never. It is the holiday

of rebirth and constant renewal. So will it be for all of our different

children all of whom we gather and embrace around our Pesach Seder

table.

There is a story about Rabbi Eliezer, Rabbi Yehoshua, Rabbi Elazar Ben

Azaria, Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Tarfon who assembled in Bnei Brak. They

were so absorbed in telling the story of the exodus from Egypt that the

entire night passed when their students came over and said to them;

“Our masters, it is time to recite the morning SHEMA!” (Haggada)

Behold I send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great

and awesome day. (Malachi 3:23) (Haftora for Shabbos HaGadol)

Here we have the last words of the last historical prophet pointing the

final day of history and declaring that it is “great” and “awesome” and

the “the day of HASHEM”. Rabbi Aaron Kotler ztl asked about this

description offered by the prophet Malachi, “What’s so great and

awesome about that final day?”

What can be more awesome than, for example the Days of Awe, Rosh

HaShana and Yom Kippur when determinations about life and death

and livelihood lie in the balance? What can be more frightening than the

unavoidable life review we all must eventually face when our entire

lives are before HASHEM and His ultimate throne of justice?

Answers Reb Aaron that let’s say there’s a person named Rashi who

was born in 1040 and passed on in 1105, almost thousand years ago,

and in his less than seventy years on this earth he built a wine business,

learned Torah, taught Torah raised a couple of daughters. Every year on

the High Holy Days like so many others he prayed with fervent hope for

his own personal wellbeing and the success of the Jewish People.

After his time was up his soul ascended to the Heavens and there he
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gave a detailed account of his honesty in business and as to what kind

of husband, father, neighbor, friend, and servant of HASHEM he had

been.

What’s more awesome than that?! King Solomon says in Mishlei, “Pri

Tzadik Eitz Chaim- The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life”. Realizing that

he has a limited time to live and act on earth, Rashi had the foresight, the

wisdom, the mazal to marry his daughters to extraordinary Talmud

Scholars, the Baale’ Tosfos, and they made a career scrutinizing the

notebook of commentaries their father in-law Rashi had carefully

scripted on the entire Talmud and Tanach. For the next one thousand

years every person who has learned Torah properly and observed

Mitzvos with precision has done so with Rashi’s help. It’s as if Rashi is still

teaching. He is more alive today than ever.

When the final buzzer of history rings on the last day the tally of Mitzvos

and Torah learning credited to that one man based upon the

cumulative impact of his life over the many generations adds up to

something so incalculable so as to be titled “great and awesome”.

On the flip side there was a person name Marx, Karl Marx. He wrote a

bible of his own, a manifesto that gave license to Lenin and Stalin and

Mao to eradicate what he called the “opiate of the masses”. They

spread out an iron curtain and a wet blanket that snuffed the light of

religiosity out of a quarter of humanity for almost a century, including

millions of Jews who were left stripped of thousands of years of

tradition. We cannot fathom the ever widening angle of darkness that

continues to expand from this fallacious theory over time. The negative

result is frighteningly “great and awesome”.

The secret is that Rabbi Eliezer, Rabbi Yehoshua, Rabbi Elazar Ben Azaria,

Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Tarfon were so enthused at the Seder, talking

about the Exodus from Egypt that the wake from their influence is kept

alive till the dawn of history when their students, of all time, come to

remind them of something great and awesome.

While reading the Haggadah, we learn from Rabbi Yossi HaGalili (of

Galilee) that if the Egyptians faced 10 Plagues in Egypt, then they were

struck with 50 at the Reed Sea. Rabbi Eliezer says, furthermore, that in

reality the Egyptians were not struck with merely 10 Plagues. Each one

consisted of four plagues, and therefore there were 40 Plagues in

Egypt, and 200 at the Sea. Rabbi Akiva disagrees, saying that there were

50 in Egypt, and 250 at the Sea.

Perhaps one opinion is right, perhaps the other -- perhaps, just as they

count the words differently, these great Rabbis might have counted the

various sub-elements of each plague differently, and they are both

right. But why do we need to know this in the Haggadah? What great

impact does this have, such that the Rabbis later decided to include this

discussion within the Haggadah itself?

Rabbi Yechezkel Levenstein, spiritual guide of the Mir Yeshiva in Poland

before the War, and then in Ponevitzch in Israel, points to the line which

follows this discussion: "how many great things did the Holy One

bestow upon us." The Haggadah specifies that each favor G-d showed

us at that time was wonderful unto itself. Taking us out of Egypt was

enough by itself. Judging the Egyptians for years of tremendous cruelty

was enough by itself. All the more so, when these favors are all added

together, do we recognize HaShem's kindness. And therefore, he says,

even though all of the various "plagues within plagues" are not

explained separately, we must recognize that each one was a separate

act, a separate benefit for us, and even a benefit for the Egyptians

themselves -- teaching them their mistake, and that He is King, before

they died. Worrying about the future, he says, sometimes "merely"

causes us not to enjoy what we have. Sometimes, on the other hand, it

causes jealousy and arguments, or prevents people from performing a

mitzvah (such as tzedakah). Obviously one must take reasonable

precautions. Smoking may kill us in forty years, but that makes it a bad

idea right now. And one cannot give all his or her money away and then
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wonder why poverty has come to visit. But this is a far cry from the

tendency of people to look for distant possibilities, which will most

likely never come to pass.

If we look carefully into the story of the Egyptians, we see that it is this

concern which caused Pharoah's downfall. "Come, let us be wise

against [the Israelites], lest they become numerous..." [Ex. 1:10] The

Israelites were living in Egypt, and Pharoah enjoyed good relations with

them. One of them had even saved his country from starvation. Was

there any cause for concern? Of course not.

Pharoah needed something to worry about. At the time there was no

danger, but he thought about what might happen, and truly went out

on a limb to find a distant possibility of trouble. "Perhaps they will

become numerous" was the first question -- perhaps they would, but

perhaps they would not. "And it will be, if a war will happen" was the

second -- who said there would be a war? "And it [the Nation of Israel]

will join our enemies" was the third. "And go up from the land" was the

final possibility. None of these were certain -- it is as if he said "perhaps

they will become numerous, and perhaps a war will occur, and

perhaps they will join our enemies, and perhaps they will leave the

land!"

Thus worrying about the future, in such an unreasonable fashion, was

the first of Pharoah's sins. The fact that he "did not know of Yosef" was his

second -- according to some, the same Pharoah simply acted as if he

did not know Yosef, but even according to the others, the new Pharoah

certainly had an obligation to find out before throwing the great help

Israel had been back in its face. Then Pharoah afflicted the Israelites

physically, his third sin, and spiritually, by denying them the opportunity

to worship G-d, his fourth.

Thus as a result of worrying about four questions within questions, he

committed four sins -- and thus, concludes Rav Waldshein, he was



repaid with four plagues within each of the ten.

This is but one message of the Haggadah. As it says later on,

"not merely one has stood up against us to destroy us." There

was Pharoah. There was Haman. There was Hitler. "In every

generation" there are Hitlers waiting to happen, but "G-d

saves us from their hands." He is watching, and caring, and

helping. Let us do what is right and appropriate today, and G-

d will help us to deal with tomorrow -- that which we can see

and worry about, and even that which we cannot.

The Feast

"Passover Plane”

Chabad.org

There were once two beggars who used to go around

begging together. One was Jewish and the other a gentile. As

the night of Passover approached, the Jewish beggar offered

to help his non-Jewish friend get invited to a seder and get a

good meal. "Just put on some Jewish clothes and come with

me to the synagogue. Everyone brings home poor guests for

the seder. It's easy, you'll see."

The non-Jewish beggar happily agreed. On the first night of

Passover they went to the synagogue, and sure enough, both

got invited to different homes for the festive ceremony.

Hours later they met in a predetermined place in the local

park. But to the amazement of the Jewish beggar, his friend

was blazing mad.

"What did you do to me?" He shouted. "You call that a meal? It

was torture!! It was hell! I'll pay you back for this--you'll see..."

"What do you mean? What happened?" the Jew asked.

"What happened? As if you didn't know! You Jews are crazy--

that's what happened! First we drank a glass of wine. I like

wine, but on an empty stomach... My head started spinning a

bit but I figured that any second we would begin the meal.

The smell of the food from the kitchen was great. Then we ate

a bit of parsley. Then they started talking, and talking, and

talking. In Hebrew. All the time I'm smiling and nodding my

head as if I understand what they're saying--like you told me

to--but my head is really swimming and hurting from the wine

and I'm dying of hunger.

"The smell of the food from the kitchen is making me insane,

but they don't bring it out. For two hours they don't bring

anything out! Just talking, and more talking. Then, just what I

needed.... another cup of wine! Then we get up, wash

hands, sit back down and eat this big wafer called matzah

that tastes like newspaper, leaning to the left (don't ask me

why...). I started choking, almost threw up. And then finally

they give me this lettuce, I took a big bite and wham! My

mouth was on fire. My throat! There was horseradish inside!

Nothing to eat but horseradish! You guys are crazy....

"Well, I just got up and left. Enough is enough!"

“Ah, I should have told you." replied the Jew. "What a shame!

After the bitter herbs is a glorious meal. You suffered so long;

you should have just held out for a few more minutes...!”

Bernie, a young Jewish boy, decided he wanted to be an

aeronautical engineer and build airplanes. Over the years he

studied hard, went to the best schools, and finally got his

degree. It didn't take long before he gained a reputation as

the finest aeronautical engineer in all the land, so he decided

to start his own company to build jets.

His company was such a hit that the President of the United

States called Bernie into his office. “Bernie," the president

said, "the President of Israel wants to commission your
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company to build an advanced jet fighter for his country. You have our

approval - go out and design him the best jet fighter ever made."

Needless to say, Bernie was tremendously excited at this prospect.

The entire resources of his company went into building the most

advanced jet fighter in history. Everything looked terrific on paper, but

when they held the first test flight of the new jet, disaster struck. The

wings couldn't take the strain - they broke clean off of the fuselage! (The

test pilot parachuted to safety, thank G-d.)

Bernie was devastated; his company redesigned the jet fighter, but the

same thing happened at the next test flight - the wings broke off again.

Beside himself with worry, Bernie went to his Shul to pray...to ask G-d

where he had gone wrong. The rabbi saw Bernie's sadness, and

naturally asked him what the matter was. Bernie decided to pour his

heart out to the rabbi.

After hearing the problem with the jet fighter, the rabbi put his arm on

Bernie's shoulder and told him, "Listen, I know how to solve your

problem. All you have to do is drill a row of holes directly above and

below where the wing meets the fuselage. If you do this, I absolutely

guarantee the wings won't fall off."

Bernie just smiled and thanked the rabbi for his advice, but the more he

thought about it, the more he realized he had nothing to lose. Maybe

the rabbi had some holy insight.

So Bernie did exactly what the rabbi told him to do. On the next design

of the jet fighter, they drilled a row of holes directly above and below

where the wings met the fuselage. And...it worked!! The next test flight

went perfectly!

Brimming with joy, Bernie went to the Shul to tell the rabbi that his

advice had worked. “Naturally," said the rabbi, "I never doubted it

would." "But Rabbi, how did you know that drilling the holes would

prevent the wings from falling off?"

“Bernie," the rabbi intoned, "I'm an old man. I've lived for many, many

years and I've celebrated Passover many, many times. And in all those

years, not once - NOT ONCE - has the matzoh broken on the

perforation!"
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